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 NOVEMBER 2021 
 

Far away in Durty Glasgow, at Codswallop 26, 40,000 of the world’s politicians and hopefuls, royalty, 

activists and Her Hobgobliness, were pledging money by billions to reduce hot air, or moaning that 

nothing is being done, largely without reference to those who they are trying to save, including unborn 

hashers. 

But here we were, Haslemere Hash House Harriers, not too far from the Bottom of Surrey, on a beautiful 

November Sunday, sun shining not too cold. Well actually, we almost were not here because the start 

point, Selbourne Playing Fields is accessed by what looks like a private drive so we all missed it. 

Fortunately Forgetmeknot made himself a beacon at the side of the road so we all finally found it. Not 

easily finding the start is one of the joys of a hash. Another of course is a good dog fight, and Charlie was 

duly up to his tricks trying to roger poor Skye. Ably assisted by Chilly Willie, in setting the run, the hare, 

Alpha Blocker, said in his pre-run speech, that the trail would be hilly, only 4 miles with shortcuts, one 

hour long, and something about red and blue blobs of sawdust.  

Off went 14 assorted runners, walkers and some harriets, across the playing fields whereupon Chilly 

Willie showed us how to use a zip-wire with dignity unlike BoJo, who probably has more practice with 

other types of zips. The trail swung back and we ascended Selbourne Hill in order to benefit from the 

views over Selbourne and surrounding Hampshire. Next we descended via Gilbert White’s Zig Zag path 

which for us was a preferable direction to going up. We met two unfit looking girls coming up both 

wearing high heels so we suggested they took it easy.  

Regular sawdust had been mixed with poster paint by the hare (entirely at his own expense) so that they 

looked like hydrangea flowers on the ground very pretty, blooms of the year. The blue and red trails, each 

one longer than the other, merged in and out, joined and re-joined in perfect harmony, like the Paris 

Périférique on an extremely rare low traffic day. Over and up again via Selbourne Hangar, hangar always 

means hard work. The trail for the red route eventually went down so steeply that the hare, in a moment 

of hash hare weakness, had placed a blue rope at the side. Indeed some hashers tried the rope, but in the 

main slid down on their arses including Skid Marks, Douche, Tampon-on and MaraThow.  

The trails circled north, then west, and finally south around the edges of Selbourne Common. We caught 

up with High Heels Girls 1&2, who asked for directions. Mrs Headboy patiently explained that a map 

would be a helpful tool when out walking, either in paper or smartphone version, say one from Ordinance 

Survey. On and on went the trail, making excellent use of all contours of the countryside both on and off 

the footpaths. Soon though, it dawned on us that we had covered quite close to 40 miles rather than the 

promised 4 miles. But however exhausted everyone was, getting to the pub, the Selbourne Arms, made a 

welcome end, albeit that Covid-19 may conceivably have been lurking there.  

But it was still sunny. 

Martin ‘The Ayatollah’ Odell 


